POST-2014 NATO
MISSION IN
AFGHANISTAN HAS A
NAME, BUT NO
ENABLING AGREEMENT
[youtuber
youtube=’http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSlwYESl
vqs’]

In a complete repeat of the process the Obama
administration used to get NATO to be the entity
to propose extending the mythical 352,000 Afghan
National Security Force size through 2018
instead of letting it drop by a third in 2015,
yesterday saw NATO “announcing” that the
training of ANSF would extend post-2014 and that
Germany and Italy would participate in this
training. This mission is clearly guaranteed to
succeed because it has the nifty new name of
“Resolute Support” and is even the subject of
the slick video above that NATO released for the
roll-out of the surrounding propaganda campaign:
The United States has agreed to lead a
training mission in Afghanistan after
2014 that will include troops from
Germany and Italy and will operate under
a new NATO mandate, officials announced
Wednesday.
U.S. troops would be based in hubs in
the east and south, Taliban strongholds
where the Afghan army is likely to face
a deadly insurgency for years to come.
Germany has pledged to keep troops in
the north and Italy in the west, an
arrangement that would mark a
continuation of the current force
structure, albeit with far fewer troops.

However, there still is no underlying agreement
that will authorize US trainers to be in
Afghanistan after 2014 with full criminal
immunity:
Officials did not specify how many
troops the mission, called Resolute
Support, would include. They declined to
say whether it would include a
counterterrorism mission, one of the
capabilities that the Obama
administration has expressed interest in
keeping after the mandate of NATO’s
current troop contingent, the
International Security Assistance Force,
expires.
“The new mission will not be ISAF by
another name,” NATO Secretary General
Anders Fogh Rasmussen said. “It will be
significantly smaller.”
/snip/
The White House has been reluctant to
specify how many troops it would be
willing to keep in the country because
it has yet to sign a security
cooperation agreement with Afghan
President Hamid Karzai. That has made
U.S. allies reluctant to make their own
commitments to continue pouring money
and troops into a deeply unpopular
conflict.

It’s nice to know that we have the toughest
detail of naming the mission out the way so that
we can now get down to the minor details of
criminal immunity, force size and full combat
activity for US troops under the rubric of
“counterterrorism”. What could possibly go wrong
with this terrific new effort?
It might also be noted in parting that Rasmussen
claimed Afghan Special Forces as the “bedrock”
of the post-2014 effort. From what I have been
able to find, those “special forces” have a
whopping twelve weeks of extra training,

compared to 14-18 months of extra training for
US Special Forces.

